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ABSTRACT
Studying and researching raptor habitat can be challenging, particularly in boreal forests and along
rivers. Raptor nests are generally located high up in tall trees or on top of structures such as
communication towers. Unmanned aircraft systems provide an approach to observing and recording
raptor habitats that is less invasive than human intervention and provides information through
photography, videography and 3D imaging. The objective of this study is to utilize an unmanned aerial
vehicle to capture numerous images and compile them into a 3D model for further study.
The selected site was an abandoned osprey nest located on top of a collocated cell/lighting tower.
Utilizing a DJI Phantom quadcopter and Pix4D modeling software, a 3D image was created showing nest
construction. The data was also used to 3D print a small model for educational purposes.
The results were that unmanned aircraft systems provide a non-destructive approach to recording
images of raptor habitat while migratory raptors are away; high-resolution 3D models can be created
through pre-flight programming and post-flight processing; construction of the nest can be determined
from 3D modeling; and 3D printed models can be made from the data. Thus, unmanned aircraft systems
provide a study tool for raptor habitat analysis, education and behavior.
RESEARCH PROBLEM and OBJECTIVES
Studying raptor habitat is often difficult because nests are located in tall trees, the edge of cliffs, on
communication towers, on top of steel bridges, on top of telephone poles, or on ledges of tall buildings.
Unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) provide an approach to observing and recording such difficult and
dangerous locations and are less obtrusive than human intervention when planned appropriately. The
UAS can provide better information through photography, videography, and 3D imaging.
The selected study site was an unoccupied Osprey nest on top of a 100 foot collocated cell/lighting
tower. This nest has been continuously used for the past 6 years by an Osprey pair returning each spring
and the only way to study and monitor the nest is through utilizing a UAS.
My objective was to show how raptor nests can be studied safely for both bird and observer by using a
DJI Phantom quadcopter and Pix4D modeling software to create a 3D printed model of the nest site for
educational purposes.
OSPREY (Pandion halietus)
Osprey are a conservation success due to the ban of pesticides in 1972 and are currently of “low
concern” status. In the Pacific Northwest, Osprey nests are found along rivers, lakes, and the coast. The
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male arrives in early April from wintering in Mexico, Central, or South America. He usually returns to the
same nesting location as in previous years, located on top of a high structure near water.
The male prepares the nest by clearing out winter debris and cleaning out last year’s waste for the
female who arrives approximately 3 to 5 days later. Both males and females make continual
adjustments to the nest by adding sticks of willow and ash, grasses, and other materials, thus nests can
become very large over the years.
The female usually lays 3 eggs and has one brood per year. Incubation is 36-42 days and the female does
70% of the incubation duties. When the nest exchange occurs, there is usually a fish delivery from the
male.
Osprey are piscatorial and hunt by hovering over the water to locate fish. Once a fish is spotted, Osprey
will dive into the water from 30 to 100 feet above. Uniquely, they have gripping pads on the bottom of
their feet to assist plucking fish from the water with their curved claw, thus fish can be carried great
distances back to the nest. While in flight, the Osprey will adjust the fish headfirst to ease wind
resistance.
The male is primarily responsible for catching and delivering fish to the nest. Upon the male’s return,
the female will vocalize as soon as she sees him and he will vocalize in return. The male lands in the nest
with dramatic flair, flashing the fish at her. The female will usually take the fish away from the nest to
eat while the male settles in to incubate. The female’s rest periods take place a few times a day and she
uses this is an opportunity to preen. She will return to the nest within an hour while the male hops over
to stand at the edge of the nest for his turn to preen. He slips away to his favorite perch on top of
another lighting tower nearby and will return to the nest later.
Vocalizations between the Osprey pair become much louder and more frequent due to more frequent
fish deliveries once the hatchlings appear. The female may wait for several hours in between feedings
while the male hunts. She will scold the male if he does not produce a fish for the family sending him off
to hunt again or the female will leave the male with the nestlings while she hunts.
The chicks fledge at approximately 53 days but will remain close to the nest for approximately 8 weeks
as the parents will still provide food. In September, Osprey will migrate south for wintering and can fly
over 160,000 miles over a lifetime. Unless there are unexpected circumstances, Osprey will return to
their same nesting area each year, as in the subject nest site.
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Fig. 1 Osprey Illustration (Stephens, 2020)
METHODOLOGY
The study site was located at Lakeridge High School in Lake Oswego, Oregon, in the baseball field on the
top of a 100 foot collocated cell/lighting tower. The nest has been occupied by an Osprey pair every
spring and summer for 6 years.
It is important to note that Osprey and any other raptor are known for attacking drones in flight,
especially during nesting season, therefore, care must be taken to monitor the area for approaching
raptors. In case of an impending raptor attack, if the drone is above the bird, it should be rapidly
ascended and directed away from the nest and/or bird. If the drone is below the bird, the drone should
be flown rapidly away. Do not descend rapidly vertically to avoid ring vortex state which would cause
loss of control and do not try to outmaneuver the bird, as this will either exhaust or injure the bird.
Permission to fly the UAS was obtained from the Lakeridge High School Baseball Coach on school
grounds. In addition, it was necessary to comply with the local and federal laws governing the use of
UAS such as the 5-mile distance from airports, not flying over people or private property without
permission.
The direction of the sun is extremely important while flying a UAS, particularly for photographing and
surveying. The sun should be located behind the UAS pilot while flying to prevent glare from the screen
and the placement of shadow for photographing. SunCalc.org was used to determine the sun position
and projection at the time of day each flight took place.
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Flight One
I conducted the initial reconnaissance flight using a DJI Spark quadcopter to photograph the unoccupied
nest to determine the type of vegetation, nest structure, size, and depth and if there were occupants of
any kind.

Fig.2. Flight One Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
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Fig.3. View of Telecommunications and Baseball Field Lighting Tower

Fig.4. View of Osprey Nest on top of Telecommunications Tower
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Flight Two
The second flight was conducted by Patrick Sherman using a DJI Phantom 4 Pro+ quadcopter pursuant to
the Flight Plan program designed by Joseph Cerreta, Ph.D. This flight involved 7 orbits of high detailed
photographs from which a 3D model could be created.
To be certain that the sun was located behind us for the flight, we used SunCalc.org.

Fig.5. Flight Two Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
Introduction
Imagery-based, three-dimensional (3D) meshes and point clouds of osprey nests collected from
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS), also known as drones, can provide a safer and more comprehensive
method of monitoring and measuring a nest compared to traditional methods. Photogrammetry
software applications, such as Pix4Dmapper Pro (Pix4Dmapper Pro, Lausanne, Switzerland), can
incorporate imagery collected from UAS, to generate point clouds and 3D meshes from angle
perspectives that terrestrial laser scanning cannot accomplish (Altman, et al., 2017). Suveg & Vosselman,
(2004) concluded the complexity of reconstruction for three-dimensional objects, such as buildings, can
be greatly reduced by combining aerial imagery. Madden, et al, (2020) suggested UAS-based
photogrammetry can be an effective method for identifying, documenting, and monitoring the condition
of smaller-sized objects to make informed management decisions.
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Depending on the level of accuracy required, Cerreta, et. al. (2020) suggested point clouds collected
from a UAS can have similar accuracy as point clouds generated by terrestrial laser scanning. The
equipment required to collect data for photogrammetry-based point clouds is also less costly and faster
to deploy than terrestrial laser scanners (Altman, et al., 2017). Terrestrial laser scanners are also
inhibited in their ability to collect data on the top of a tree crown or from the top of the nest. Although
airborne laser scanners can overcome this limitation, they are most expensive to use (Gatziolis, Lienard,
Vogs, & Strigul, 2015). Additionally, Zeng, et al., (2012) suggested photogrammetry-based 3D models,
had higher efficiency than laser scanning because the texture data is captured within the imagery in
photogrammetric methods compared to laser scanning, which further reduces the time required during
data acquisition. According to Chen, Laefer, Mangina, Zolanvari, & Byrne (2017), camera-based
observations, such as those collected from a UAS, can provide continuous observation data while
improving safety-related concerns of in-person or direct contact observations.
Methods
Image Acquisition
Field data was collected on February 20 and 22, 2020 near Lake Oswego, OR using a DJI Phantom 4 Plus
UAS equipped with a 1-inch CMOS 20 MP camera. Careful attention to UAS flying regulations enabled
compliance with the Federal Aviation Administration's (FAA) civil UAS regulation, known as 14CFR107.
The remote pilot was certificated by the FAA with a Remote Pilot Certificate with Small UAS Rating. The
remote pilot used an aviation-style checklist to standardize the operational procedures from the
preflight inspection to landing, improving the safety of flight. Weather, specifically winds and visibility,
were examined for current conditions as well as the forecasted duration of the flight. A risk assessment
was also employed to determine if the flying operation, environmental conditions, and site locationenabled an acceptable level of risk to capture the images. Two ground station positions were
established for the remote pilot to maintain a direct visual line of sight with the aircraft. Image position,
including GPS location, altitude above sea level, and XYZ orientation of the camera was recorded in the
EXIF data embedded within each .jpg image. A total of 382 images were collected to generate the 3D
model of the nest.
As depicted in Figure 6, a comprehensive set of flight patterns were planned to capture images of the
nest from multiple perspectives from 30 degrees (83 feet above the ground) below to directly over the
nest (130 feet above the ground). The orbital flying radius varied 5 feet to 30 feet from the center of the
nest, depending on the camera angle to the nest. A double grid lawnmower pattern captured the
images from directly above with the camera focused downward at 90 degrees. The combined orbital
and double grid pattern, each with a specified viewing angle and distance from the center of the nest,
was designed to maintain a continuous 30 feet from the center of the nest to provide a consistent
ground sample distance (GSD) throughout the entire set of image collection. An intervalometer was set
to trigger the camera every 2 seconds, which generated a lateral overlap of greater than 80%.
Substantial lateral overlap provided Pix4Dmapper Pro with enough data to generate the 3D model.
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Fig.6. UAS flight plan consisting of multiple orbital and double grid flight patterns.
Image Processing and 3D Reconstruction
All 382 images were imported into Pix4Dmapper. Table 1 reflects the Pix4Dmapper Pro processing
options for the dataset. The Standard 3D Model template was initially used at the creation of the project
in Pix4Dmapper; however, it was determined the original template settings were insufficient to create
an accurate and photorealistic 3D model of the nest. The settings used for this project optimized the 3D
reconstruction for realistic viewing of the point cloud and for the generation of the 3D mesh with fine
detail.
Table 1

Processing Option
Keypoints Image Scale
Image Matching Pairs
Targeted Number of Keypoints
Calibration Method
Pointcloud Image Scale
Pointcloud Density
Pointcloud Minimum Matches
Pointcloud Exports

Setting
Full
Aerial Grid or Corridor
Automatic
Standard
Original size
High
6
LAS, LAZ, PLY, and Comma-Separated
XYZ
Yes
14
16,384x16,384
Qualitative with a Maximum Number of

Generate Textured Mesh
Maximum Octree Depth
Texture Size (pixels)
Decimation Criteria
8

Triangles of 5,000,000
PLY, FBX, DXF, and OBJ

3D Textured Mesh Exports

Note. Processing options in Pix4D originated from the Standard 3D Model template, then altered to
export the point cloud and 3D mesh.
After the initial generation of the point cloud and 3D mesh, point cloud editing was performed to
remove the background information not relevant to the tower or nest, such as the field below and
adjacent trees. The editing consisted of point cloud editing with masking and carving away the
background information from 20 randomly selected, but substantially different perspective images.
After the editing processes were completed, the project was reoptimized and a point cloud and 3D mesh
were regenerated. This process enabled a 3D model of only the tower and nest.
The nest was located on top of the 100-foot tower and because no other tower was located within the
3-meter error of the GPS equipped on the UAS, the absolute accuracy was not important to this
research. In other words, based on the GPS accuracy of the UAS, researchers were confident in the
geographical location of the tower examined. Additionally, the risk associated with climbing the tower
to place Ground Control Points (GSPs) or physically touch the nest was not beneficial for this research.
The relative accuracy was the measure of accuracy between points within the point cloud. Altman, et al.,
(2017) suggested GCPs did not significantly improve the relative accuracy of point clouds. Relative
accuracy was important for the measurement accuracy of the nest’s physical dimensions without human
contact or direct measurement. The tower also consisted of cell phone and athletic field lighting
equipment, giving researchers the ability to use the UAS images to determine the make and model of
the antennas, the radio head, and lighting equipment. From this information, researchers had known
dimensions of the equipment. Manual tie points were established on the extents of the cell phone and
lighting equipment in the point cloud to mark known locations in the 3D model. Scale constraints were
used between manual tie points to scale the 3D model to the known dimensions of the equipment. After
a second reoptimization, the point cloud was measured against the known dimensions of the equipment
to determine the relative accuracy of the model.
Results
Pix4Dmapper generated a point cloud with an average GSD of 1.38cm per pixel. At this resolution,
researchers were confident with the ability of the model to depict the extent of the nest on top of the
tower to make qualitative observations about the nest’s condition and also to determine the location of
outer boundaries to perform length and area measurements. Using the scale constraints method to
scale the 3D model to known dimensions, researchers were able to determine the computed length
error within the model to be no better than the GSD of the model at 1.38cm +/- 0.2cm.
The area of the nest was calculated using the extent of the nest delineated as traversed branches and
the inner region of the nest as depicted with vegetation. As depicted in Figures 7 and 8, the extent area
of the nest was 1.87m2 +/- 0.21m2. The vegetated region of the nest was measured at 0.56m2 +/0.05m2. Approximately 30% of the nest was comprised of a vegetative growth area.
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Fig.7. Outer extent area of the nest as delineated by traversed branches.

Fig.8. The inner area of the nest indicated by vegetation.
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Conclusions
Using photogrammetry from images collected from a UAS can provide researchers with the ability to
perform qualitative and quantitative observations about a nest from elevated positions, such as from
the top of a tower. Rapid and repeatable flight planning can enable a temporal resolution, which is
capable to collect multiple observations during a non-nesting period. Reasonable accuracy from the data
can be obtained and quantified. Using UAS, safety for the observer is improved because they can remain
safely on the ground.
Flight Three
For the third flight, Kraig Blim used a DJI Phantom 4 Pro quadcopter programmed with Pix4D modeling
software to capture photographic images of the Osprey nest and surrounding structures. (Pix4D
programming can be obtained on a 2-week trial basis from https://www.pix4d.com/try-software.) In
order to accomplish this, two orbits were flown around the circumference of the nest to obtain accurate
measurements.
We again used suncalc.org to make sure that the sun was behind us during the flight.
Pix4D model programming allowed for detailed measurements of the Osprey nest. The program
indicated that the width of the nest was 5.6 feet or 1.7 meters and the area of the nest was 40.5 square
feet or 3.8 square meters. Additional functions from Pix4D model programming include: Arrow for select
and modify; Line to measure distance or elevation; Polygon to measure area; Cylinder to measure
volume; Marker symbol to note area; Target symbol to inspect; Gear symbol for viewer settings; Camera
symbol for screenshot; Square symbol for centering model; Magnify glass symbols for zoom in or zoom
out.

Fig.9. Pix4D 3D Model
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Fig.10. Pix4D Linear Measurement

Fig.11. Pix4D Area Measurement
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Fig.12. Pix4D Functions (In red circles)

Fig.13. Flight Three Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
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3D Model
Dean Walton, PhD., created the 3D model from the image data provided by Dr. Cerreta’s program and
was able to import the .LAZ file and used AgiSoft Metashape to create the mesh. He used MeshLab to
clean the spurious data from the mesh removing duplicate vertices, faces, and unreferenced vertices. He
then imported the file into MeshMixer to do a global repair of 1547 mesh holes. (To avoid too many
mesh holes, it is important that adequate photographs are taken from below the nest as well as above
the nest.)
To make a more “watertight” model, Dr. Walton was able to use a global command. This is a course
mesh tool that fills in the model regardless of what the surface should look like. At this point, the model
was a good candidate for the “watertight” command. Once that was completed, there was a mesh or
series of sold meshes that Dr. Walton could print. The 3D model was printed on a Lulzbot TaZ Pro 3D
printer and the file was sliced for printing using Cura-for-LuzBot software.

Fig.14. 3D Printer and Model of Tower and Osprey Nest
Key Results
UAS can provide a non-destructive approach to recording images and measurements of nests when
migratory raptors are away. UAS provides a safe and unobtrusive way to view and study raptor nests
that are located in hazardous or dangerous locations. High-resolution 3D models can be created through
pre-flight programming and post-flight processing. Construction and habitat analysis can be determined
from the 3D modeling. 3D printed models can be made from the data.
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Conclusion
Unmanned aircraft systems provide a unique and invaluable tool for analysis and education regarding
raptor habitat. Utilizing UAS with Pix4D programming focuses on specifics such as measurements, thus
can provide accurate nesting information such as materials used, egg counts, hatchling, and fledgling
monitoring and dietary habits from locations that are perilous or inaccessible to humans. Such
information can be gathered within minutes as opposed to over several days or weeks and can be
viewed on-screen as it is collected. This would be important when data collection is immediately
necessary.

Fig.15. Osprey pair at home on the Study Nest Site in July 2020.
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